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Hi, I am Gopal Masilamani, and I am a Principal Technical Product Manager at Equinix. In this
video I am going to introduce you to the new functionality: Quick Connect for Fabric 2022.3
release.
Equinix Fabric currently provides our customers capability to create Layer 2 Connection to
Google Cloud Partner Interconnect. In order to create this connection, customers first login to
Google Cloud Platform that is GCP Portal to create Google Partner Interconnect VLAN
attachment with pairing key, and then login to Fabric portal to create connection That is,
customer has to login to two different portals to complete the connection. In this release, we are
enhancing Equinix Fabric portals capability by providing our customers the option to create
Google Partner Interconnect VLAN attachment within Equinix Fabric portal itself as part of the
Create Connection workflow.
Now let me login to Fabric portal to walk through this new Quick Connect way of creating
connection to Google Cloud Partner Interconnect.
Once you log in, click ‘Create Connections.’
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Scroll down to Frequent Connection and you can see the new option ‘Quick Connect Beta.’ Now let me
click on 'Quick Connect Beta,' to view more details about the access required in Google Cloud account to
use this feature.

First, a valid Google Cloud account to access Google Cloud Connections and a dedicated router in Google
Cloud account to create a connection with the ASN number set as 16550 and the compute API is enabled in
an existing project.
Also, before you sign in with Google, adjust your browser settings to allow pop-up windows to display. Do
not use an incognito or private window to launch Google authentication as it will not load. Now let me click
‘Sign in with Google.’
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If this is the first time you are using this option to login, you will see a warning message as Google
hasn't verified this application. Please note you see this message because we are in the process to
complete the app verification with Google.
Once the application verification is completed, this warning message will not appear. Also, you will
see this message only for the first time you login. You will not view this warning in subsequent
logins or once the application is uploaded by Google. Now click on advanced and click ‘Go to
Equinix.com.’

Now you will see Google asking for couple of concerns which is required to create Google pairing
key from Fabric portal. Let me go ahead and check these boxes for these items and click ‘Continue.’
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Now I am successfully logged into Google Cloud account by our Equinix Fabric portal. From
here it is two-step process to complete the Fabric virtual connection. First step is to create
Google partner interconnect VLAN attachment with pairing key, and the second step is to
complete the Fabric virtual connection. Please note, using Quick Connect, I am creating
redundant connection to Google--which requires two VLAN attachments and pairing keys.
Let me now proceed with a first step that is creating a Google pairing key. Since I am creating
redundant connection, I need to create two VLAN attachments--that is VLAN A and B. Now
select Project, Network, and Region. The green check mark indicates that this section is now
completed.

Now let me go ahead and complete the details for VLAN A and VLAN B by selecting the
cloud router and entering the name of the VLAN attachments.
So I’m completing the name of the VLAN attachment for VLAN A and completing the
description for VLAN and proceeding with VLAN B. Select the same cloud router, enter the
name for this VLAN attachment and the description.
Please note, 'Pre-activate these VLAN attachments,' is selected by default. It is required to
ensure that the connection is provisioned without waiting for any further approval.
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Now I can go ahead and click on ‘Agree the Terms and Conditions.’ And proceed next.

Please note the green check marks at each section header indicate that all the required
information is completed for step one. And now the step two is enabled to complete the
Fabric virtual connection details.
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Now let me proceed to step two. Select the destination metro location and peering location.
As I mentioned earlier, this is redundant connection workflow, and I will create a primary and
secondary connection through this process. Let me select the primary port. Enter the
connection name and VLAN. I will follow the same for the secondary connection--selecting the
secondary port, entering the name of the connection, and select a VLAN.

Now I can go ahead and select the bandwidth for this connection. Once I select the bandwidth, I
can view the connection pricing information. Please note, the Google pairing keys created in
this workflow is directly billed in the user's GCP account. Equinix only charges for the Fabric
virtual connection.
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The green check marks at each section header indicate that all the required information is complete
and create connection option is now enabled to proceed to the next step. Now let me go ahead and
click on the ‘Create Connection.’

In this step I have option to add notification emails. My email is populated by default, and I
have option to add more email addresses here. Any relevant notification about connection
status will be sent to these email addresses.
Once you have the email addresses added you can go ahead and proceed to the next step that
is completing the Quick Connection. Now click on ‘Create Connection.’ And this will kick start
the Create Connection Workflow, which will create both the Google pairing key and virtual
connection together. And the workflow will be successfully completed all within Fabric portal.
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Here you see the success message and the connection is successfully created. The customer
doesn't need to switch between two different portals to complete the create connection.

Now let me navigate to the Connections Inventory. Here I can see the two connections
successfully created. And let me navigate to the Connection Details. I can view the connection
is in provisioning status both at Equinix and GCP side and within the next few minutes, the
connection will be successfully provisioned. As usual, I can make the required changes to this
connection--like changing the connection name, changing the bandwidth, and deleting
connection--all actions within the Fabric Connections Inventory.

This concludes this demo and thanks for watching.
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